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Within the framework of some simple models we discuss the

status of operator product expansion (OPE) in the presence of

nonperturbative effects. We consider, in particular, 4d Higgs

model, 2d sigraa-model end the Schwinger model. The general for-

mulation of OPE is presented and it is demonstrated that there

exists a consistent procedure- allowing one to define unambiguo-

usly'both coefficient functions and matrix elements of composi-

te operators. One of the key elements of the procedure is intro-

duction of an auxiliary parameter, tiie normalization point to, .

For the simplest T-products discussed in the literature earlier

we construct the corresponding OPS explicitly. Then we check its

validity by comparing the results for the two-point functions

with independent direct calculations of the same correlators.

Although the general procedure is standard and does not vary

from one theory to another numerically the relative role of

perturbative and nonperturbative contributions in vacuum conden-

sates is different in different theories. The two extremes con-

sidered are Я *Р theory «rith no spontaneous breaking of the

symmetry and 0(10 sigma model in the limit A/-poa . in the for-

mer case there is only perturbative contribution to Ktf У while

in the latter case the perturbative pieces are suppressed by

1/N factors» Numerically QCD is much closer to the 0(11) sigma

model in the large N limit. Comments on specific features of

QCD are presented.
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She operator product expansion (OPE) at short distances

has been proposed by Wilson 15 years agoL'J, By that time asymp-

totically free field theories LJwere not discovered yet and the

operator expansion was considered as an alternative to the tra-

ditional lagrangian field theory L»3J. Applications o£ OPS

appeared immediately u»*-i. Suffice it to mention numerous papers

on deep inelastic scattering. Moreover, practically all works on

QCD in its starting period were made within the same framework

as well.

The very status of the OPE has also been examined although

the efforts invested in this issue are much less intensive.

A rigorous formulation of OPB wilthin perturbation theory

has been worked outLrJ. In other words, the famous wlleon'8

relation

can be justified order by order in perturbation theorz and there

exists a well defined algorithm allowing one to calculate the

coefficient function *--/t ( <yj for any local operator 0

(for a recent discussion see ref.L J). It is well known however

that quantum chromodynamics (QCD)- and this thaory is most impor-

tant in applications - is far from being exhausted by perturbat-

ion theory, thus one naturally comes to the problem of extending

the operator expansion to the case of nonperturbafcive dynamics.

The problem became even more acute in connection with the

development of the so called QCD sum rulesL'Jwhich utilize both

the operator product expansion and the notion of large nonpar-
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turbatire effects in QCD. Various two-point

functions induced by colorless currents are calculated with the

help of expansion (1) while the nonperturbative effects enter

through vacuum matrix elements of local operators, such as

G\Qy , ̂ (ТГоф where (Ju-f
 fl
Bd q are the gluon

field strength tensor and light quark field, respectively. More-

over, in practice one relies on eq.(l) at "intermediate" values

of q and evaluates the coefficient functions to lrading order

in °(%(Я,) t where ^fO,) is the running coupling constant.

Is it legitimate to use such a procedure? Can one give a

solid foundation to it or it bears an approximate character? Is

it universal or specific of QCD? These questions naturally arise

once the phenoraenological success of the sura rulee is established.

Our prpuse here is to answer these questions. To this end

we will both formulate the procedure in general terras and illu-

strate it by simple examples.

There is nothing particularly new about what we are going

to say. Moreover, we have had the chance to present our views

earlier (зее геГз.и » -I, especially sect.6 of ref.LrJ). However

we feel that our discussion was somewhat sporadic and is not as

clear and consistent as it should have been. This is perhaps one

of the reasons why there appeared recently a number of papers

L? Jwhich check the procedure within some simple models and,

moreover, claim OPE to be invalid at least in some cases. Read-

ing thoae papero has the primary stimulus for us to reconsider

the problem in a more systematic way.

We believe that the difficulties which some authors have in

establishing the validity of the OPK (see, e.g., refs. L
9
»

12
J)

are in essence of a common origin. As a : ule, they forget about
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one and the заве element of the routine procedure, namely, int-

roduction of the normalization point JU. for the operators con-

sidered. True, the notion of the normalization point is an auxi-

liary one; however, it cannot be avoided by a lucky choice of

the normalization scheme since it has a well-defined physical

meaning (see below). Dependence of some operators on w is well

known to anyone who have ever tried to calculate anomalous dimen-

sions of operators in perturbation theory; in the leading log

approximation the LU dependence reduces to factors of the type

\^№)МьЫ)~У
 where

 coefficients / and ̂  appear

as expansion coefficients of the Gell-Mann-Low function and ano-

malous dimension l̂ -I. Certainly, in many cases this rather weak

U, dependence is of little interest, and, moreover, one can

pick up a few operators which have vanishing anomalous dimension.

Thus, it is not of great importance, aa far as practical appli-

cations are concerned. The situation changes, however, once the

theoretical status of OPS is considered. In the presence of non-

perturbative effects the parameter yU- begins to play the key

role - only after its introduction the procedure becomes theore-

tically meaningful.

The physical meaning of OPS 1л asymptotically free theories

is especially transparent» One starts by specifying the theory

at short distances, ipart from the bare lagrangien o C
0
 one can

include various terms, « S ^с(Х-) ®l(X-) where fyfa)

are some local operators, this allows one to incorporate in ana-

lysis various correlation functions of the type <£Т|С>£с) Щщ^*

At momenta of order of the ultraviolet cut-off M this lagran-

gian provides e full description of any process. If external mo-

menta are much smaller than К one Integrates first over all field
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configurations ranging from M down to some JUL . The asymptotic

freedom guarantees that it is possible to perform such a calcu-

lation* The result of the integration is a new effective lag-

rangian

which is constructed from the operators normalized at the point

At (1л particular, oC
0
 depends on the "running" coupling

constant cf
s
 (JJL) . She high-frequency fields determine the

coefficient functions in front of the operators &£!*//<)' £he

effective Lagrargjan (2) is to be considered as an ordinary

lagrangian with respect to all fluctuations whose frequencies are

lean than At- , Jus the next step one can reiterate the procedu-

re going down to some lower value of U- and so on; the only

limitation coming from condition <tfj (/*-)<£ 1 •

Integrating over high-frequency fluctuations does not iaply

that we account for perturbation theory alone. Por example, one

can (and has to) account explicitly for snail-size instantons
is

(see ref. L J)t and, at least in principle, for other nonpertur-

bative contributions. The accuracy of calculating the coeffici-

ent functions is determined by our knowledge of theory at short

distances (x< M~* ) and ie under control since the coupling

constant C(S(JU) is email.

Such a procedure for constructing OPS was actually proposed

first by Wilson (see, e.g., ref.ITu) tn connection with his

formulation of the renormalication group. Within this framework

the very question whether OPE is valid is absurd* Indeed, if

the contribution of the domain between V and M is accounted
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for correctly what can be wrong?

There are, however, some other questions which are reaso-

nable -Is it possible to determine - втеп to some approximat-

ion - the coefficient functions C> (f*-) keeping only perturba-

tivs series? As has been already mentioned, in QCD practice one

evaluates coefficients Cj (/* J keeping only the simplest

Peyjoman graphs. Is it a good approximation? Can it be extended

to other models?

- How strong is the dependence of the operators on the nor-

malization point JA and if and when could it be neglected?

- If vacuum condensates are unknown theoretically is it

possible to extract them phenomenologically from analysis of

power corrections in the sum rules? ,

and so on.

As we shall argue below the answers to these questions are

actually not universal and vary froa one model to another or

с /en from one particular problem to another within the вазе

model.

Although the questions to which we address ourselves are

quite general, we will discuss them in detail on the example of

some simple models highlighted in earlier papers on similar sub-

jects*^ "£J: 4-dimensional Higgs model, 2-dimeaflional (f -mo-

dels at large H and, finally, the 2-diisensional Schwinger elect-

rodynamics a In all these cases we introduce the normalization

point It , construct explicitly OPS for some Green functions

and compare results with the solutions obtained by other methods.

In all thf-че cases the validity of OPE is confirmed.

Our conclusions on OPE in the Higge model differ froa those

of refs.L?
fl0
J which claim ОРБ to be invalid (see also ref.
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we do not find any problems with OPS in 2-dimensional & -mo-

dels either. This assertion is at variance with that of David

Г12!

IT J mho experiences certain difficulties in the next-to-leading

order in 1/N. - According to ref. L *-i there exists no infra-rea

stable definition of the matrix elements of composite operators.

(To avoid confusion let us mention that in an earlier paper by

the aame author L J treating 0(Ю sign» model in the leading ap-

proximation OPS has been found to be perfectly consistent). As

for the Schwinger model our response to the criticism in the li-

terature seems to be somewhat slow: the objections with respect

to OPE in this model - which prompted to some an extent the pre-

sent investigation - are canceled by their authors. Moreover,

there appeared a detailed check of OPE by Danilov and Dyatlov

I
1
!! who confirmed its validity in this model. However, in spite

of the similarity of final conclusions of all the papers devo-

ted to the subject which are circulating at the moment we feel

that some aspects of the problem call for further consideration

end we do not cut short the corresponding section of our paper.

Along with analysing aome particular models we will try to

outline a general view on OPE in QCD to which we adhere when

constructing and using the sum rules. ffumely, we will try to

emphasize those elementn which distinguish QCD from, say, 2-dir,i

6* -model deepite of the fuct the both theories share such

basic properties as aaymptotic freedom and dj.meru;ion;il tr.'insraut-

ation. We keep in mind now лоте numoricwla which turn out to bo

crucial in practical uppla.cati.0n3.

In our mind, attempts to prove failure of OPi are reminis-

cent of attempts to work out perpetuum mobile. Although every-

body knows that such a device does not txiot sometimes it is not
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easy to establish the falsehood of a given project. Similarly,

to unveil the weak points in criticism of OPS we must go through

a lot of technical details first.

The procedure is as follows. In sect. 2 we consider the Я ^

in four dimensions. Sect.3 is devoted to sigma models, the

Schwinger electrodynamics is discussed in sect.4. Finally, sect.

5 contains conclusions and remarks on some specific features of

OPE within QCD .

2. Real Scalar Field (the Higgs Model)

In this section we will consider» following refs."-
9
» 1̂ the

simplest example, namely, 3 f theory in four-dimensional

space-time. It is well-known that the "wrong" sign of the aass

term in this model spurs the vacuum instability and condensat-

ion of the У field. Moreover, the vacuum expectation value

<̂ c|lf |0̂ > is nonanalytical in the coupling constant. Thus,

la spite of its triviality the model mimics in a sense nonper-

turbative effects. The problem is formulated аз follows^ one

considers some correlation function which is known at large

(Euclidean) q and, alternatively, constructs OPE for the same

function. Then the results are confronted with each other.

The actual procedure of constructing OPE in refa.i?* zl re-

lies on a simplified recipe according to which the coefficient

functions Cj are determined exclusively by perturbation theory

over the mathematical vacuum (i.e. the vacuum with < * O = 0 )

while the vacuum condensates are entirely due to nonperturbative

effects. liiis procedure (which is approximately valid in QCD,

see below) has led to a paradoxical conclusion on the failure

of OPE.
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We will argue that once the regular OPE is used there is no

contradiction whatsoever. The Jcey point is that the vacuum ex-

pectation values, such as ̂ .^^> , do receive contributions from

perturbation theory. Moreover, numerically the nonperturbative

effects are not superior in the case at hand. It is just the

latter point that makes this model drastically different from QCD.

To sharpen the problem we will consider first even a more

trivial example: the "right" sign of the mass term; nonperturba-

tive effects are absent altogether. The Lagrangian then lakes

the form

where m and Я
о
 are the bare mass and coupling constant, res-

pectively, j? is a real scalar field. Moreover, the theory is

assumed to be regularized in some way, say, by means of the

Pauli-Villars regulator fields. All observable(i.e. renormalized)

quantities can be expressed then in terms of 7f?
e
 sj

o
 and the

ultraviolet cut-off II.

If 7П
0
 ?O symmetry with respect to the transformation

*?-> — ̂  is not broken and one can use the standard perturba-

tive expansion in %
 o
 .In particular, the Green function

D(q) of the field у in one-loop approximation is determined

by the graph of Fig.l:

(4)
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How, let us establish the correspondence between this expression

for the Green function.
 r
and OPE for the T-product

at large Euclidean momenta (t> = -Q* , Q » У)Л ). Keeping only

the first two terms in 1/Q
2
 one gets for the asymptotics of 0(q)

Respectively, in ОРБ one must keep first two terns, namely,

operators of dimensions 0 and 2 - the unit operator J. and

the operator V .

The coefficient Ly? in front of the operator T in the

leading (Born) approximation is determined by the graph of Pig.

2 and is equal to

Moreover, the coefficient Cj in the approximation considered is

determined by the same graphs of Pig.1 which her* been utilised

above for fixing D(q). Superficially, the pertnrbatxre contnbt-

ion as a whole is included already into C- and, to ensure the

correspondence between eq. (6) and OPE, one has to put <o{*f * \o)>—0.

Actually this is wrong* In particular, one can readily conrlace

oneself that proceeding in this way it would be lupossible to us*

the renormalization group equations to sum up the log corrections

of the type faibM*-)*.

The genuine recipe of OPS prescribes to include in the сое-
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fficient functions only contributions of virtual momenta

where ju is the normalization point. The contribution corres-

ponding to p < u is to be referred to the matrix elements of

operators. On the other hand, in evaluating graphs of Pig.l one

integrates over all momenta p*

Thus, to get С * one has to remove from the perturbative

graphs the domain pСи. . In the case considered such a sub-

traction is readily achieved. Haraely, one has to subtract from

the term proportional to Я« i» eq. (4) just the same expres-

sion with the cut-off 14 substituted by the normalization point

Ju . Then one gest

£f~~ 0*i*tf^m* *&**'M ^ m° V ^ » ( 8 )

g
it ±e assumed here that JU •>> i

A few explanatory remarks are now in order. First, as far
2

as large Euclidean Q are considered one can say that there are

two independent coupling constants. The first one is the dimen-

sionlese coupling constant /\ o while the second one is the

dimensionless ratio W e /ju . If -the normalization point

ll^» П7* then the expansion in Wo/ft
3
' is justified. The

coefficient functions С^у/ц?
 f
 ft ) Cu> [Q U ) are analytical

in the both "coupling constants", as they should be, while tne

Green function (4) is nonanalyticai in W
c
T/M" (contains

i Si,

Second, the power terms in eq.(8) proportional to N
 t
 JU

depend on the regularizetioH scheme. Eq.(8) refers actually to

the case of the Pauli-VilUars regularisation with the minimal

set of the regulator fields. Introducit- extra regulator fields
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on* can get any coefficient in front of the power terns. la par-

ticular, one can ensure their vanishing. If one uses the dimen-

sional regularization theae power terms are absent from the very-

beginning (aee below). On the other hand, the log term in eq,{8)

does not depend on the details of the renormalization procedure.

The observation that terms *«*• M
 }
 u are actually not

fixed doee not imply any physical ambiguity. One just must keep

in mind that all calculations are to be performed within one

and the same regularization scheme. For example, if v/e used the

dimensional regularization then the term proportional to Ы

would be absent both in eq,(4) and (8). As for the normalization

point Ms thi3 parameter is auxiliary and must drop off from

the final ansv/er for the correlator functions in any case.

Finally, let us check that the Green function defined in

eq.(4) does coincide in the approximation considered with OPE

for the T-product -t<0 \T \ У (*•) ЧЦо)§&> . In other words,

we have to check the validity of the following equation

As has been already mentioned there are no nonperturbative ef-

fects in this version of the theory and a nonvanishing vacuum

expectation value C$№ {}*№}• arises within perturbation theo-

ry thanks to the contribution of momenta p ^ Ac .The cor-

responding tadpole graph is given in Pig.3. Cutting off the

integration over the virtual momenta from above at n, we get
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Combining this expression with eqs.(7) and (8) we find that OPE

(see eq.(9)) is, of course, valid.

Some readers may» perhaps, think it this stage that

introduction of the normalization point 44. and the correspond-

ing discrimination of virtual momenta is an awkward manoeuvre,

-unnecessary element. Below we proceed to summation of the log

terms by means ot the renormalization group equations. Our pur-

pose is to demonstrate that with no normalization point the very

notion of the renormalization group makes so sense.

Mass Renormali zation» Summation of the Leading bo.qnrithros

Szpression (8) for the coefficient C-j> contains both

the bare mass 7П
С
 and the ultraviolet cut off M, Introducing

the running mass Y

normalized at /c removes the dependence on the cut off II. fur-

thermore, in the next order in /\e> there ariaee renormalizat-

ion of the coupling constant ?i

Using the renormalisjation-group equations there is no dif-

ficulty to "improve" the results obtained above by summing up all

terms of the kind (Я f/flU ) , or the leading logs. For simplicity

let us assume that the normalization procedure is chooen in such

a way that power divergences are absent.

Then the renormalization group equations reed •



(12b)

(12с)

(12d)

Kq.(12a) reflects a nonvanishing anomalous dimension of operator

<
f

2
' (see Pig. 4) while eqs. (12c) and (12d) are the standard

equations for the running mass and coupling constant. The only

subtle point is eq.(12b) which describes mixing of the unit ope-

rator with operator r .

b'qs. (12) are readily integrable and the solution is as fol-

lows

Л-

(13)
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where ЦМс) . ***'(/**) , CyfjUc), ^fa) are initial

conditions. It is convenient to choose Mt> — Q • Then coeffici-

ents Cil№o~Q)
 а

и<1 С-р/Ме^Ф) contain no logarithms if exp-

ressed in term3 of "%(Q) , УУ! (Q) and reduce to the corres-

ponding Born results:

(14)

Learning in this way coefficients Ĉ i /4tj and C^fM) we get

an exploit expression for OPE:

Ч _ г i ' * ^-r i * ~ f-\ -• / . /тс\

Here <£~^-{>Л)У is ^be \r
acuum expectation value of operator V''"

normalized at Ac . If JU~r» then vacuum expectation vulue

vanishes to the accuracy considered (see eq. (10) with the- power

term p,
x
 dropped off). Therefore the final result for Й )

reduces to

To compare this result with eq.(6) one hao to expand eq.(l6) in

Л (to-) <s*l ~j- • Теппз of the first order in this parameter
Ъ
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are cancelled out, in full accordance with eq.(6).

Note that so far we have considered the theory with the

"right" sign of the mass term and no spontaneous aynnetry break-

ing.

The Higga Model (Spontaneous Synmetry Breaking)

Turn now to the Higgs version of the model when />7
O
 **

eq.(3) is negative. Zhen the condensate of the y
7
 field deve-

lopes and it is nonanalytical in the coupling constant. We will

demonstrate that the operator expansion (15) results in the cor-

rect expression for the Green function D(q) in this case as well.

Hote first of all that <*f
 2
> is given by its classical

value if the normalization point JJu is of order of the physical

mass

Indeed, under such a choice

Talcing this fact into account we get for the operator expansion

(15)

Let ua compare this expression with that arising from perturbat-

ion theory over the physical vacuum (i.e. the vacuum with the

shifted value of Ф and quantum fluctuations i^—^У> }. In
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one-loop approximation there exists a «ingle graph depending os

Q (see tig.5a). Adding the contribution of the Born graph of

Kg. 51 we find

The subtractions here are performed at euclidean virtual moes-

ta of order p ~ ТИ^ц^ • In particular, Q-independent terms

coming from other diagrams are absorbed into the mass renormali-

sotion.

expanding eq. (19) in Я we reproduce eq.(2O).

It is worth emphasizing that summation of the log factors

performed аЬоте resulted in two terms (see the factor in braces

in eq.(19)) and does not reduce to a mere anomalous di-mension

of mass. (Compare with ref.L-У which assumes that the effect of

log corrections is exhausted by the anomalous dimension of mess

in the example at hand).

The Talidity of OPE in the models with spontaneous symmet-

ry breaking has been discussed in refs.L^»
10
J. Те hope that the

consideration given above is sufficient to elucidate the rua-

eons for the "difficulties and paradoxes" in these works.

Indeed, for the consistent use of 0?£ it is imperative to

divide - by introducing the normalization point - the integrat-

ion domain In Jeyaaan graphs into two parts corresponding to

coefficient functions and matrix elements. In particular, just

In this way one introduces the running coupling constant and

mass - the both quantities emerge as coefficients in the effec-

tive action. The subtraction procedure used in ref.L9J does

not account for this. Xhe same criticism applies to the paper
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which deals with the case of negative f*l* . Although

such a distinction between low aad high p is not тегу essential

in leading log approximation, it is indispeslble conceptually.

Only introduction of м ' allows one to fix the coefficient

functions independently of the sign at УП .

3. Hfwo-Dimensional 0(K) SiKBa-Model

The Lagrangian has the form

(21)

where CL is the "colour" index, £& = 1,...,H. At large Ж the

model can be solved exactly by means of 1/N expansion. We would

not describe here the model in any detail referring the reader

to the original papers li
9
#
2
2J or to a recent review IrrJ. bet us

note only that, like QCD, the two-dimensional signs model is

Ы
asymptotically free lr*J :

(22)

Moreover, although the original lagrangian (21) has no mass para-

meter there i s dynamical mass generation:

(23)

so that the С -particle mass depends nonanalytically on the

coupling constant.

The "physical" vacuum in this model respects 0(H) invarian-
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се and differs rather drastically from the "mathematical" vacu-

um of perturbation theory. In particular, vacuum condensates of

the type 4&l-(iLj5)\0^develope. In leading 1/H order one has

\o> =

while vacuum expectation values of other composite operators

factorize (see, e.g., ref. t?li for details):

Thus, the physical vacuum is nontrivial and imitates, to

an extent, the properties of the QCD vacuum. On the other hand,

the model is simple enough to check the validity of OPE thorou-

ghly.

The validity of OPE in this model has been discussed in

the literature. Flret, in two independent papers'- »
 2
2J the fol-

lowing Green function has been considered:

(26)

in leading l/H approximation. The reason for choosing this par-

ticular open tor, J
a
 , is that the product А / Э Ц ^ Г ) is renor-)

mlization-group-invariant.

The choict (26) turned out to be a lucky in some respect

exA, simultaneously, unlucky in another t.spect. She point is

that the OPK basis for the T-product of \$fc) \$(0) consists

of operators of the type [ L \%/<& )"j . As mentioned above,

tht mutris elements of these operators la leading order just
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factorize (see ец.(25)) and therefore OPE for this Green funct-

ion reduces, after all, to a combination of the coefficient func-

tions and powers of the condensate ^ ^ ( « ^ S ) \o ̂> .In the

approximation considered in refa. L; * J neither the former nor

the latter depend on the normalization point n . For example,

naively one gets

A more careful analysis reveals (see refs.L 3» <4j f
o r
 details)

that there is no power term ( "M ) and the correct answer is

(28)

(compare with eq.(24)). Thus, there is no need to introduce the

normalization point explcitly, is a result, if A»-* *e the

general OPE simplifies considerably and reduces to the naive re-

cipe according to which the coefficient functions are determined

entirely by perturbation theory over the mathematical vacuum

(and only p.t.) while the matrix elements absorb all nonpertur-

bative effects and, moreover, receive no contribution from per-

turbation theory. Just this version of OPE is often used in prac-

tical applications of QCD sum rules. Unlike QCD where this naive

formulation is manifestly approximate, in the large Я limit in

the aigma-model ic has a sound theoretical basis - it becomes

exact if H = Oo .

Thus, all complications associated with necessity of intro-
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ducing the normalization point can be ignored in the limit

N-*> Oo , is «e have already seen, however, such a situat-

ion хм rather an exception than a rule. In particular, there is

no reason to believe 'that similar procedure holds in the next-to-

leading order. Prom this point of view the analysis of refs. L

"does not touch upon the problems which are important in

other applications of OFS.

F12I
As a consequence, ref.L- Jhare appeared presenting an

attempt (doomed to failure from the very beginning) to extend

straightforwardly the naive procedure of the leading N approxi-

mation to the next-to-leading order. According to this work there

exist some basic ambiguities in formulation of OPE (comprising

nonperturbative effects) which are related to infrared properti-

es of the theory, or renormalons.

In this section we reconsider the two—point function (26)

with inclusion of I/IT corrections and reiterate some points which

are important, in our mind, in any analysis of the status of

OFS in field theory.

The operator basis which we deal with in the product

*̂  I \sfe) )с/Ь)\ includes the operators of the type o(
n
 where

(the normaliz tion factor, \/{&
t
 arises in a natural way, see,

e.g., ref. Iftl ). Moreover, following ref. U Jlet us consider the

first composite operator in this series, namely Ы (h)

Since it depends on the normalization point we introduce to

from the very beginning. In this respect it differs from o(

which is renormalization-group-invariant.
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The vacuum expectation value of operator oL normali-

zed at и, can be defined in the following way:

where *C/ ^ is the propagator of the «* field which ia

lencwn explcitly to the leading order:

[«fa

The first term in eq.Ol) proportional to the delta-function

corresponds to the faotorizable piece of the matrix element ̂ e( ̂ )

TO the leading order 4&>-\N ty
3
" » and there exist also some

corrections of order 1/N. However, the factorizable part should

not concern us here.

Аз for the connected part of the T-product (31) it is of

order 1/Я as compared to the disconnected one. 2hua, in order to

evaluate it ±if next-to-lee.ding approximation it ia sufficient

to know 7^
(ai)

 in the leading order in 1/H. Bqs. (30), (3D

account for this observation.

Performing the obvious substitution

J—
 ( 3 2 )

we easily get
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where

Moreover, expressing the result of integration in (33) in terns

of the standard functions we find

C«0.5772 is the Euler constant.

What lesson for OPE stems from these exercises? To answer

this question we have to study the Unit /л
г
»&\ . Indeed,

only under such a choice of AA the coefficient functions of

OPS can be found perturbatively (see eq.(22)). It goes without

saying that the operators entering ОРБ are noroalised at the

sane point AC .

Tor Xi*» w*
1
 expression (34) «ii4>lifi*et
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To interprete various terms in eq.(35) compare it to the general

operator expansion for a IE-product of two renormalization-group-

invariant currents j
a
 :

О

(36)

Г
As explained above, in the leading order in 1/H neither the coe-

fficients nor the operators depend actually on the normalization

point JU . Jq.(35) demonstrates, however, that this is not so

in the next order and condensate *£.о\Ж (^)\0> does depend

on U in a nontrivial way. Furthermore, it is obvious that this

dependence is to be cancelled out by other terms in the r.h.a

of eq.(36) since the l.h.s. of the same equation has no parameter

ju, at all.

bet us trace this cancellation in more detail. Consider
у 2.

first the power terms ~ u_ и . In Sec,2 we have mentioned that

terms of thi3 type depend actually on details of the renormali-

zation procedure. Eq.(30) uses a sharp cut-off in the integrat-

ion over virtual momenta p and actually assumes the integrand

to contain a U function. Introducing the cut-off in a more

soft" way one can, in principle, make the power terms vanishing.

Both the dimensional regularization and the Pauli-Villars proce-

dure with extra regulator fields are suitable for this purpose.

In these cases the power dependence on JU. is eliminated from
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coefficients O/ as well.

If we still stick for simplicity to the & function cut-off

then the power terms JJL. in «q.(35) cancel against a aimilar

term coining from Co(f>^M
Z
)^

0
\^

0
X Indeed, it is quite obvious

that just such a dependence of C
c
 on JU, arises in p.t.

graphs subject to the constraint that only the region of p^ ">h

is integrated over.

Moreover, the term proportional to^tt /»* in eq. (35) is

cancelled against a similar term associated with C^ //»

**In this саве factorJJ.** reflects subtraction

for C^ the domain p
2
*

represents the nonperturbative condensate

from p.t, graphs for C^ the domain p
2
*^* while factor m

Finally, consider the terms proportional to nT which are

uniquely determined and do not depend OR the regulariaation pro-

cedure. It is perfectly clear - and we would like to emphasize

this point - that terms *?/&) -jp , У У } / ^ -jjj-J ,

are a manifestation of the anomalous dimension of operator tf*

which does not vanish in the next-to-leading 1/N approximation.

Indeed, if some operator 0 acquires a noovanishing anomal-iue di-

mension of order 1/H then

where

(37)
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•= U и independent factor) * £*f (^ fa-i. &>•£((*) "f

\- jfQ.i f- fo) +--J *» (a u independent factor;

Substituting eq.(22) and comparing the general expression (37)

with our result we readily identify the coefficients

As usual, the logarithmic dependence on/A2' of the matrix

element is cancelled out by the analogous log dependence of

coefficient <~£(/> ;/< J .

Thus, to the next-to-leading order both the coefficient

functions and the operators entering 0P3 for ' \Js W J^ '°J j

do depend on JU , and this dependence cannot be eliminated

by any "improvement" of the regularization procedure. On the

other hand, the T-product itaelf does not depend on x<^ , of

course.

lote also that subtraction of the region of low p in the

graphs representing Qo(p
z MZ) reaults in the following per-

turbative series ' .

Thus, unlike the case of the loading 1/N approximation the

perturbative expansion contains an infinite number of terms and,

•orcover, the series, is factorially divergent. The latter is

typical of any field theory.
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Wo hope that the considerations ribove have convinced the

reader that introduction of the normalization point is indeed ne-

cessary if we are going to deal with 1/H corrections. Moreover,

Generally ярcaking, v. e.v, 'o of composite operators are contribu-

ted both by truly nonpGrtui'bative fluctuations and p.t, graphs»

If a similar thing happened in the leading order the study of

nonportui-bative effects via OPK would be a more difficult task

although the validity of OPK would not be questioned in any case.

It is worth emphasising that the 0(H) sigma-model with tJ-*ao

imitates QCD to a great extent. In the both coses introduction

of auxiliary pointJJU is unavoidable аз far as the general pro-

cedure is concern?.!. In the both саоез, however, the ILL, depen-

dence is not important numerically. In the sigma-model thi3 lat-

ter point can be demonstrated taking the A/-> °° limit. In the

caae of QCD there also exists a domain of io where, on one hand,

the coupling constant о^/лл.} is small (so that expansion of

the coefficient functions in ^ s / A ) is justified) and, on the

other hand, the JX dependence of the matrix elements can be sa-

fely neglected. In other words, possible perturbative contribut-

ions like it* arc negligible in comparison with the nonpertur-

bative uiece m . Existence of such M- was demonstrated by

Ы
simple estimates in the very first papers on QCD sum rules

1
--

1

and is confirmed by all further experience. It remains to clari-

fy what theoretical parameter, if any, commands such a hierarchy

of тазз scales in QCD.

In conclusion of this section let us corapare our reaults

l
12
] fl2l

with Шозе of ref. _ J . According to ref. I Jthere exists no
definition of the vacuum condensate ^o\«^ \рУ which i3 free of
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ambiguities in the next-to-leading 1/N order. As a result, the

status of OPE is unclear, to say the best, according to the

author of ref. i?
2
J. Our assertions are quite opposite.

For the reader's convenience it might worth going into more
Г12]

technical detail at this point since the technique of ref.
L
 ^

superficially looks very different fro.i that we are using here.

First, the dimensional regularization is chosen in rel.L J so

that the power terms do not arise from the very beginning and the

whole business reduces to terms proportional to m (see eq. (35}}.

As explained above the JU dependence of these terms is due to

the anomalous dimension of the operator Ot (М) / tffe*)"" /y ^ y . .

Although there is no mention of the normalization point n in

ref. L
12
J it is quite clear that the parameter */<£ introduced

therein plays the same role as K.n "т~* in the routine procedu-

re. Then the limit £ ->© considered in ref. lr?l is equiva-

lent to tending v/» Mt/mt -*°O in our notations. In this limit

th* terms ГП /2n<i-
 f

 toy-tbr^ are negligible and the only

m y the anomalous dimension shows up in this case is through the

terms of order t*4€n C*iM /m£ . indeed, it is straightfor-

ward to see that factor €*x/t^/m* corresponds to factor

figuring in the dimensional regularization ( Ш )

ведем: г

Following the standard prescription of J3B the author of ref. 1^

trie* then to put € - Ю and find» that the result for
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<^О\« [0^ depends on the details of the limiting procedure.

This observation served as a basis for the negative conclusion -

impossibility of defining the vacuum expectation value of the

comp3ite operator o<
л
 .

Existence of a singularity in ^ at £ — 0 and the
f? /" \ ft / • )

fnct that Crj (g+iCj -T^-tPy are undoubtably true. These have

nothing to do, hov/ever, with the validity or invalidity of OPE,

since almost any operator has a JLU dependence associated with

the anomalous dimension. Only the products of the type C. ^.°(.^^>

have physical meaning and do not depend on u, . If one still
я s i

wishes to get rid of the lnln U ( or cm. y<£ ) factors one

has to multiply operator ОС ' by £*p(— WJ-J^j/Pff"))

After this is done the effect of the anomalous dimension is eli-

minated and the limit L<—>«?o f g. _» о ) becomes meaning-

ful and unambiguous.

4. The Schwinger Model

The 2-dim Schwinger modelLT31 is well suited for studying

the statue of OPB since an exact operator solution exists in

this case (oee, e.g., ref. L^J). Thus, ona can confront an exact

answer for soiae Green function with its OPS counterpartner. On

the other hand, there is no asymptotic freedom in "the Schwinger

model. Moreover, some other features are specific of the model

and have no parallel in QCD so that the lessons for the latter

are limited. Nevertheless, the problem of checking OPE in the

Schwinger model can be formulated end successfully solved.

In the standard notation the lagrangion looks as follows
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У--.'

where _

i%p=i0p+t А/и

bet us confine ourselves by consideration of the currents which

are bilinear in the fermion fields. Moreover, two-point functions

for the vector and axial-vector currents Immediately reduce to a

triviality and for this reason we will consider only the two-

point functions induced Ъу the scalar currents

(40)

There exist two basically different two-point functions induced

by these scalar currents:

(41)

and

j -fo)}\o> .

The former vanishes identically, in perturbation theory because o*

chirality conservation and, consequently, is proportional to the
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vacuum condensates while tt+~(*) is contributed by ordinary

Реупидп graphs.

Smarting from the exact solution of the model LЛ one can

derive that

)where Л/Х,/Я / ia the propagator of a scalar field with mass

m,

e
z

M •= ~ (44)

while the constant A equals to

Moreover, К is th McDonald function of the following argument

Expanding the exact solution (43) for DC-?O we find

where H •=- n\ X »

Note that the coupling constant €.~/V\^T~ enters the log
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functions in eq. (45) as their argument. Thus, the small x ex-

pansion for the correlators П + -
 f
 П++. are manifestly nonana-

iytical in e. This does not imply, however, any breaking of OPE

or impossibility to calculate the coefficient functions perturba

tively. From the previous exercises the reader may immediately

conclude that expansion (45) is merely an expansion of functions

•и— j П++ near the singularity but not the OPE. Comparing

(45) to the actual OPE calls for additional efforts.

In the momentum representation (at euclidean momeлta W/~~

correlations functions (45) convert to

2.
i
— -

(46)
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where U ia the ultraviolet cut off • ) .

With the exact solution in hand we can attack the problem

from another direction, namely, let us construct OPiS for the T-

products

We start from the correlation function which is identically zero

in perturbation theory.

' While performing the Fourier transformation we have used the

following relations:

in the euclidean notation becomes

П/sJ =ft*z e.
:9x
 П(х) =2rfa- x -Jbfyx) П(х)

0

Substituting g-ft-t-Q and expanding in & we find

oo
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Since is this case the chirality is changed by four unite

the operator of the lowest dimension must contain product of four

4* -fields (two %'e and two for ^
 f
e ). However, the pro-

duct CVa^J'cO taanks to the fixassoun nature of spinors. There-

fore, the relevant operator of the lowest dimension looks as fol-

lows,

It could be written in another form, ^ <P*C % % <ъ, Тб » of

course.

The corresponding coefficient function is determined by the

graphs in Fig.6a.(Hote that in the Feynman gauge the graph in

Fig.Givanishes). The evaluation is readily performed and in the

leading order in Q~
2
 ОРБ for P.+.+-/Q) takes the form

n - 46 e*

To compare this equation with the exact answer one has to fix

the vacuum condensate first.

In the accepted approximation the operator ^oT^fi *R L

does not depend on the normalization point u- (see below) and

we can use the following definition of the vacuum expectation

value:

t
.ь и (48)
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where the Wick-rotation in the x-space ia performed and expansion

(45) is used.

Combination of eqs.(47) and (48) yields the complete coinci-

dence of OPfi and the exact solution:

Thus, ОРл is fully confirmed at this point.

Proceed now to the case of the two-point function П +. _

which turns out to be less trivial.

In this problem OPE starts from the unit operator. The coef-

ficient L a is determined by the graph in Pig.7. The contri-
Q

bution of the graph 7a i3 of order €. and reduces to

•while the other graphs are actually of higher order in e, and

have not been computed by us.

Furthermore, the coefficient function in front of the opera-

u-j ia determined by the graph of Pig,8; explicit cal-

culation shows that the corresponding coefficient vanishes.

This resul could be previsted. Indeed, the operator F^y

has the borentz-spin zero. It is convenient therefore to average

the T-preduct

over directions oi sector q from the very beginning, with fixed

q . Furthermore, tii-з graphs of Pig.8 reduce to products of fer-

mion propagators in an external field. Using the Pock-Schwinger
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 -

gauge for the external field (for come detail see review ^°-';

one comes, upon averaging over the ••Jirection of q, to expres

sions of the type

Of*. Pint Of*

which vanish identically in tv/o dimensions

Рог the same reason one can disregard the graph of Fig.9'*

in evaluating the contribution of the fcur-ferrricn operator

Ĥ i) Y V/ V-
n
 . As a result, the corresponding coefficient

is determined entirely by Pig.9Ъ end is readily found .-

— i£- (p Ф if (у С50)
Q* Я Ь L Я .

Combining eqe.(49J and (50) gives the following OPS for П ^ — »

" tor
(51)

where Cjf (Pig. 7b) and Cjr(Pig.7c) actually represent

radiative corrections to the leading term in С л- and are of

order <£ and t (i.e. tn'/'Q"^ ana/??/£>* ) respectively.

To compare the OPE with the exact answer one needs again

the knowledge of the corresponding vacuum condensate, this time

Let us try first the following natural re^tularizutjon for

the vacuum matrix element,
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<o\\%

(52)

We immediately convince ourselves that it is impossible to put

x=0 since in this limit

Hopefully, thia observation does not discourage the render. The

reason for the singularity can be truced again to the nonvanish-

ing anomalous dimension. The foux-fermion operator at hand doe3

depend on the normalisation point AX, and the lattor should be

introduced explicitly. To the logarithmic accuracy DC - У/ц

and

Upon substituting; this expression in eq.(f>l) the At- dependence

must cancel out. More specifically, the cancellation occurs bet-

ween the contribution of the operator т^ % ty£ ¥/> and that

of С|j(Pie.7b), C
rt
(Pic«7c). The latter must contain, in

particular, a log O^/L
2
- which, combined with *-c£-- from '

gives rise to &#-к/чг which is Jtx- -independent.

This chain of arguments allows us to fix the log piece to

order
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which doea coincide with what follows from the exact answer (cf,

eq.(46)). Note that comparison of i/jO. J terms and non-logarith-

mic vfu. J terras would require explicit evaluation of

С
л
(И.в»7Ъ) and С л CPig.7c) - the task we have not undertaken,

гаге OPE within the Schwinger model. It might worth emphasizing

that in calculating ОРБ coefficients within perturbation theory

we have used the operator basis of perturbation theory. The lat-

te must not be confused with the operator basis exploited in the

exact operator solution. It is perfectly clear that the perturba-

tive C j 'в have nothing to do with the expansion coefficient

appearing in the operator solution.

Moreover, the observation that the exact operator solution

p

is strongly nonanalytical in e has nothing to do with the prob-

lem of OPE. Indeed, comparison of the operator solution with OPE

is legitimate only upon averaging over the only common state -

the vacuum. Some of the singularities of the operator solution

drop off then. The remaining nonanalyticlty is absorbed into mat-

rix elements of composite operators(after introducing the normali-

zation point JU ).

5. More on OPE in QCD

It might worth reiterating our viewpoint on the status and

applications of OPE in QCD, Indeed, a good portion of applicat-

ions of OPS refers to this theory. In a most intensive way OPS

(with inclusion of nonperturbative effects) is exploited in QCD

sum rulesL/J.Phenomenologically, these applications are quite

successful (see, e.g., the review talks L'_l). In practice one

accepts a simplified version of OPE, Namely, the coefficients

are calculated in perturbation theory while nonperturbative
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effocto are manifested through various vacuum expectation values,

like ^ot^ ЪЛАУ) £*,.•> z1 ; it ia assumed that p.t. contribution to va-

cuum condensates is absent.

This procedure ia justified numerically in moet cases (see

below). Howovor, nny attempt to atick to this procedure literal-

ly and to the very end result in a conflict with general prin-

ciple чя «reply illustrated by refs.L J.

Indeed, the very notion of perturbative and nonporturbative

fluctuation.: fa wither foreign to ОРК аз discussed above. Instead,

the fluctuations are d.intinguished by their frequencies (or si-

яо.ч). While hi£h frequency fields are accounted for in the coe-

fficient functions, the matrix elements include low frequencies.

The definition ansuraca introduction of the normnlizaLion point

AC . All this t''in£ 3d id, it would be unv/ise, however, to over-

look the simplo fact that in «asymptotically free thusi-ies high

f'.'or]iencio3 яге dsacribed by perturbation theory to a good ap-

proximation while low frequencies can well be dominated by non-

perturbative fluctuations.

Thy.;, the division between high and low frequencies and the

division beU-^en perturbativo and nonperturbntivo parts can be

approximritely the same. -7eri..-:inly, the correspondence is not ab-

aolute. T)iua, the presence of small-size instantons results in

oomo exponential terms, <Z'tf> (-
 zrr
/a(^)) - (Л/f*) , in the coef-

ficient functional, j» Moreover, at least in some regularizetion

schemes (здо aect.3 * the 0- function cut-off) there arise in

Ci ** powers of it of a more trivial nature associated

with subtraction of p*-M domnin from p.t. graphs.

Within auoh a subtraction 3cherae the analogous power terms
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automatically appear in the vacuum expectation values of composite

operators. Say, the following definition of gluon condenoote is

conceivable

ty\Q>f

(compare with eq.(35))« Then the M piece cencels out similar

corrections in the coefficient functions.

However, all these subtitles of definitions and procedures

can safely be disregarded as far as practical applications of

QCD are concerned everywhere except for logarithmic factors

due to anomalous dimensions of composite operators. To be more

careful, so far we are aware of no opposite example. 3o, what is

specific of QCD numerically?

There exist two trends in choosing the normalization point

i/, * Superficially, these trends are contradictory to each

other. First, one would like to choose JU, large so that

°*s (h)ft*-ci. • This ensures theoretical control over the region

p > M • On the other hand, one would like to choose JU,

as low as possible. The purpose is to diminish possible perturba-

tive contribution to vacuum condensates so that one would deal

with genuine nonperturbative effects. It is highly nontrivial -

and could not be proven in advance - that there exists some

"window" whare both the requirements on u, are met. .

This property of the QCD vacuum has been established only

numerically so far. The physical reality behind is that the non-

perturbative effects become dominating when the effective c«3up—
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ling constant o
ŝ
 (to)/ft •

a
-2/i6* — is considerably lower than unity.

Let us exemplify this passage by a simple estimate. Take

^/W- {Ъ—Ч)А. Then c*s(k)/iT &.O.2 and calculating the coeffi-

cient functions C
4
* as a aeries (perhaps, asymptotic) in

c/
s
/f*-) seems justified (and can be confirmed by explicit eva-

luation of, say, two ftrst terma).0n the other hand, the power

Ц* dependence of <(b\O^ju)jo> (fixing this dependence requires

explicit and strict regularization) is inessential and can be

neglected.The corresponding redifinition of ^-JJ?^ ^ ^ would be

of order

Even if Л = 150 HeV this contribution is of order of a few per

cent (it does not exceed 20 per cent anyhow) of the phenomenolo-

gical number

This dominance of nonperturbative effects simplifies the

analysis of sum rules greatly and allows us to determine suffici-

ently accurately various vacuum condensates by the sui rule tech-

nique in apite of the presence of percurbative "backgrounds". If

the situation in <3CD would be the same as, say, in 0(K) aigma-mo-

del with low N the analysis of sum rules would be логе cumber-

some. Nevertheless, OPE would not be questioned in any case. One

would have had just to indicate each time carefully which proce-

dure of dealing with perturbstive terms is chosen. In reality,
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However, QCD looks much more like the O(H) « model with V --» со

where all perturbative contributions to the condensates can

be disregarded.

It might worth mentioning that the estimate of possible per-

turbative contributions to *С^^ У given above actually re-

pents similar arguments of the original papers on the sum rules

L?l. Just this kind of estimates, not general theorems concern-

ing lagrangian field theories motivated the use of v/hat vve call

simplified version of OPEjthe coefficient functions are found

perturbatively while vacuum condensates are nonperturbative. Cer-

tainly, even this simplified recipe has never ignored the effect

of the log factors due to anomalous dimensions.

To summarize, there is no room for breaking of OPS in its

general form. Tie have explicitly checked it on a number of exam-

ples and the ultimate success was evident from the very beginning.

However, there is a variety of possibilities as far as relative

role of perturbative and nonperturbative contributions into va-

cuum condensates is concerned. Large-N sigms model falls into the

same class as QCD: perturbative corrections to vacuum condensates

can be forgotten in the firat approximation. Consideration of the

most trivial tadpole graph in 7\^Р theory (see the beginning

of sect.2) is an example of just the opposite kind: there is no

nonperturbative contribution to the <̂  *P^} condensate. Identifi-

cation of the "class" into which some particular theory belongs

seems to Ъе a real problem for theoretical investigation rather

than checking OPfi validity.

One of the authors (k.V.) is grateful to prof. I.Dyatlov

for valuable discussions of 01% In the Schwinger eodel.
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Pig. 1. Propagator of the 5" field in the y^^
V
 theory

(m > 0) in one-loop approximation.

Pig.2. CY<fZ in the T-product - i ^ J c e ^

Pig.3. Vacuum expectation value < О ( ^ 1 о > in perturbation

theory.
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Pig.4» Тле simplest graph determining anomalous dimension of >*

and the corresponding renormalization-group equation for

coefficient С<л

(л.) (*)

5. The Green function $)(%.)
 i n

 perturbation theory

over the "physical" vacuum in the version with spontaneo-

us .ymmetry breaking,
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: x / .
х г х' /

»)
Pig.6. The Feynman graphs determining the coefficient function

in front of operator Vp V£ Э 7^ т£ in the T-pro-

duct T \ \+(*> j"*" fo) Y in the Schwinger model.

Graph 6b vani3hes in the Peynman gauge.

(a.) I*)

Pig.7. The graphs determiniag coefficient CJJ corresponding

to the unit operator in T }+(x)]~(°)\ •
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Pig.8. Operator -̂ ,? in T {'}*(*) ]'(<>) j

\

лллл^

Fig.9. Operator УцЧ^У^Ц in T-proa«ct of

The contribution of graph 9a vanishes.

and
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